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The Act: Section 1
  

This section shall have effect where lands of different owners adjoin 
and -
        (a)    are not built on at the line of junction: or

     (b)   are built on at the line of junction only to the extent of a boundary 
            wall (not being a party fence wall or the external wall of a 
            building),

     and either owner is about to build on any part of the line of junction.

New building on the line of junction

(1)

Notes:

Section 1 applies to new building on the line of junction.  The line of junction is a line that has no thickness but 
separates the land of two owners.  It effectively means the boundary line between two properties but in this definition 
it relates to the land itself, not the vertical aspect of the boundary.

If you are raising a wall that already stands wholly on your own property this is not covered by the Act as it is land 
that has already been built on.

Building a wall at a small distance away from the line of junction does not come under the Act but the excavation for 
the foundations might fall within Section 6.  It might seem sensible therefore to always build away from the line of 
junction but there are advantages to building on the line of junction.

Leaving a gap to the boundary clearly reduces the internal space of the room.  It would also create a gap between a 
similar wall on the neighbour's side of the boundary.  This might be completely inaccessible and potentially lead 
to damp and maintenance problems.

A wall built on the line of junction potentially triggers Section 8 rights of entry to your neighbour's land for works in 
pursuance of the Act, allowing scaffolding to be erected for instance.  It could also allow you to cut into the wall of the 
adjoining property to insert a flashing, thereby eliminating the gap between the walls and sealing it from weather.
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If Adjoining Owner does
not consent then wall must 
be built as example 2.  
No further Notice is
required and work may
start after 1 month

If Adjoining Owner desires
to make use of the wall at

later date then half the cost
of building the wall (at

present day rates) shall be 
paid by the Adjoining Owner

Existing
properties

Line of junction 1 2

Works may proceed
after 1 month if
no dispute

Not notifiable Section 1

Line of junction already
built on so not notifiable
under Section 1
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This document is intended for guidance
only.  Please contact DPW for professional

advice.  DPW accept no responsibility
for errors, omissions or interpretations

This section of boundary not
already built and therefore

notifiable under S1

This is a Party Fence Wall.
The adjoining owner must 
agree otherwise wall must 

be built as example 6

Notifiable under
S1.  Work may
start after 1 month.
No consent required.

Section 6 may apply in
any of these situations

for excavations


